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Spring took its time getting to Kentucky this year, but now it has arrived in such a vastly gorgeous
array of blooms, leaves, blue skies, and warm temperatures that make waiting for spring very
worthwhile. We are looking at this arrival of spring as a chance to sow our own seeds of spiritual
growth and to share some of the fruits of that growth with you, our wonderful readers, volunteers,
and supporters of L/L Research. This little newsletter has a variety of chances to learn and to gather
and to serve others that we hope you will enjoy and take advantage of. We thank you all for your
loving support over the years and we hope to welcome many springs with you in the future of L/L
Research.

Homecoming 2013
3rd density has ended and 4th density is here to stay! Now that we are levitating in light bodies
inside of golden cities hovering miles above the Earth’s surface, surrounded by flowing chocolate
fountains and unlimited soft‐serve ice cream dispensers, Homecoming (Year 0001) will be held
near Teleportation Hub #33, next to where those guys with the elephant‐trunk noses hang out.
Wait... Damnit... We wrote that last year, before Dec 21, 2012. Surely, we thought, fourth density
would be here*. Suffering would be no more. Love would be as visible as a tree. Not the case,
apparently.
Well then. As we are still here, still living through suffering in our attempts to be of service, let us
suffer together! Let us see what we can do to lighten our burdens, empower each other’s seekings,
and open our hearts as the flower opens its bloom to receive the morning sun. Let us find
connection, home, and the joy of being alive in each other’s eyes and vibrations.
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L/L Research would like to announce its annual Homecoming Gathering held in our hometown of
Louisville, KY.
Beginning: Friday, August 30
Ending: Sunday, September 1.
(With optional, additional time on Monday, September 2nd if you’d like to hang out longer.)
Those in attendance each year reliably use a certain set of adjectives to describe Homecoming,
ranging from “MAGICAL”, “LOVE‐FILLED”, and “I MET MY SOULMATE AT HOMECOMING AND SUBSEQUENTLY
MOVED TO SWEDEN TO SPEND THE REST OF MY LIFE WITH HER” ( true story) to “COSMIC”,
“TRANSFORMATIVE”, “HEALING”, and “A RESTRAINING ORDER WILL BE REQUIRED TO KEEP ME AWAY NEXT YEAR”.

Format

At this year’s Homecoming we will do as we have in
year’s past, what we call a symposium, perhaps not
so accurately named but it sounds so erudite. Using
this format, each attendee will be given the
opportunity to use a segment of time to present on
a topic that is close to his or her heart. The amount
of time will depend on a) how many opt to present
divided by b) our available time. This usually works
out to around 30 minutes.
Presentation is not necessary – many choose to
Last year's Homecoming event
participate in the event without presenting – but it
is highly encouraged if you have even an inkling of interest. We love hearing from everyone in the
circle and find the energy flows, builds, and spirals upward ever so intensely and beautifully when
seekers bring something to the table. Options for presentation include but are not limited to:








Sharing of an important event in your life, be it traumatic or wholly positive
Sharing of significant catalyst, be it a life lesson, or recent conundrum
Coming with a question for the group in order to receive feedback from other seekers
Explaining why we are not in fourth density. Determine who is at fault.
Reading a paper you wrote regarding philosophy, metaphysics, or something else close to
your heart.
Playing or performing music, reciting poetry, or other creative expression
Secretly placing keys underneath each person’s chair to a brand new car.

The basic criteria is that your presentation be in some way related to
spirituality/philosophy/personal growth, and of course not be heinously offensive to other
attendees. Within those parameters the possibilities are limitless.

Registration

With that, registration is open!
If you would like to register, please click here,
and/or send an email to Gary at contact@llresearch.org.
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If you would like to discuss the upcoming event with other seekers and perhaps look into the
possibility of carpooling and/or room sharing and/or flash mobbing, please visit Homecoming’s
thread on the Bring4th Forums in the “Meet‐Up Area” forum at
http://www.bring4th.org/forums/showthread.php?tid=7138.
*We didn’t actually think the third‐density world would have blinked out of existence in Dec 21. Not
saying we would have minded if it did happen that way, though.

Carla’s Update
On April 26th Carla had what we hope is her last back surgery to remove
a ruptured disc from her present wound site. Then her wound was
closed via a skin graft from around her wound so that now she is
presented with the challenge of resting only on her left side so the 4 inch
“flap” of skin that provides blood to the skin graft is not killed by too
much pressure on it. This will be necessary for the next six weeks.
Her spirits are high and her determination is strong to finish this last
part of healing that will conclude a struggle of over two years to recover
from the original lumbar surgery. We are most grateful to everyone who
has sent such great quantities of love and healing energy Carla’s way.

Staff Meeting & A Changing L/L Research
L/L Research went through an unprecedented season of change last fall. Among the transitions:


Lorena L. had been head of L/L Research’s prison ministry for five consecutive years. She
developed an extensive correspondence with incarcerated seekers interested in the L/L
Research material, and created a quarterly newsletter called the LOOP (Law of One
Prisoner) Newsletter, a periodical that gave the incarcerated a chance to share their
spiritual seeking with one another across the prison divide. Life called Lorena elsewhere
last fall. Many thanks to her and to Lynn and Aysa who assisted the ministry.



Ian J., the creator of and webmaster for the archive website, LLResearch.org, decided to
retire his service of seventeen years with L/L Research. Ian was single‐handedly
responsible for converting all of L/L Research’s hardcopy information into a digital format
in the mid to late 90’s, then organizing and publishing it all to the archive website he
created for that purpose. To get a sense of the scale of his service to the Law of One
community, read Carla’s thank‐you note to Ian published here:
http://llresearch.org/home.aspx



Ian was both webmaster and general editor for L/L Research, responsible not only for
running the archive website, but for editing channelings and all of L/L Research’s book
publications beginning with “A Wanderer’s Handbook”. Thus did his absence leave us with
a giant and critical vacancy to fill, a vacancy we split into two positions: webmaster and
editor.
Fortunately, Steve E., the creator of and webmaster for L/L’s community website,
Bring4th.org, selflessly stepped forward to fill the webmaster shoes, a not insignificant
offer of service considering his existing volunteer commitment to the Bring4th website. As
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with all our volunteers but especially this one, we are so lucky to work with Steve and to
call him friend. And a newly introduced volunteer, Edgard E., a brilliant native Portuguese
speaker of Brazil, offered to fill the editor shoes. Both have been kicking ass and taking
names, more or less.


Perhaps most seismic in its impact, a generous donor with considerable means turned his
lights onto L/L Research and, asking what he could do to help, donated enough to fund a
full‐time position for Jim, allowing Jim to retire his one‐man lawn service business.
You see, Carla Rueckert and Jim McCarty have never made income from L/L Research. In
fact, they’ve had to fund their little non‐profit out of their own pockets for many years. It
was only in 2008, when Steve E. created the online store, that kind readers were able to
donate enough that L/L could pay its own bills without receiving money from Carla and Jim.
Otherwise, Jim has had to earn income through his lawn service business. So it was with
great joy that Jim set aside the lawn service in order to work full time serving spiritual
seekers through the auspices of his and Carla’s organization. Our many thanks to everyone
who has offered to chip in on this cause to lighten the planetary vibration, whether
financially, energetically, or through volunteering.

As a result of these changes and our perceiving the possibility of L/L Research serving in an
increased capacity, we decided to host our first Staff Meeting! We invited board members and those
volunteers closest to the organization to join us for a weekend in February to reflect on who L/L
Research is, what our service and purpose is, where we have been, and how we may continue to
serve into the future. Though many more we could have invited, the physical size of the living room
limited the number.
The weekend was an outstanding success.
The brainstorming was intensive, each
contributing to the discussion with a sense of
the group nature of L/L Research, each
desirous of assisting the spiritual evolution of
this planet through this tiny organization. Out
of the weekend emerged ideas to deepen
existing service and expand into new service,
coupled with a reinforced sense of the
principles upon which this effort is built. The
only downside was that the group would not
join Gary in building a gigantic, seven‐story
meditation pyramid afterward.

Location of L/L Research Staff meeting mostly on G Ring.
Lunch was on Encke Division.

One specific manifestation of these new ideas was the formation of committees. Not generally a
word that brings a smile to the face of those who have participated in such task‐oriented groupings,
but in the context of this particular effort, the committees are a means of continuing the discussion,
analysis, and implementation of the great ideas generated during our staff meeting.

The Admin Goes to Taiwan (Caution: Lengthy. Read at Own Risk.)
Last year, our good friend and translator of The Law of One material into Chinese, Terry Hsu, issued
an invitation to me, the admin. In lieu of Carla being available, I was invited to speak to four
meetings of spiritual seekers interested in The Law of One at four different locations in Taiwan in
March, 2013.
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The week spent in that wonderful country was a personally transformative experience. To give you
some background: I was not exactly born with confidence, self‐trust, and self‐acceptance. Upon
entering my adult life and beginning my conscious, spiritual seeking, I was not infrequently crippled
in social situations. Barely able to talk in some cases. The self‐negating programming went deep.
I have only gradually gained confidence and trust in myself through the teacher of experience. Life
has given me, like all seekers, many little trials that have revealed previously unknown levels of
inner strength and other aspects of my nature.
It has usually worked through a process like this:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Challenged presented
Anxiety, nervousness, fear experienced
Do it anyway
Succeed, grow, and find increased sense of self, capability, and confidence

Terry’s invitation to Taiwan moved through this process. I accepted the invitation on faith, not
knowing how I was going to accomplish something so outside of my comfort zone distortions. It
was a decision well made.
My fiancée and I, Trisha, were in
country for one week, moving from
Taipei, to Taichung, to Kenting, to
Tainan, back to Taipei – up and down
the island. Four seeker meetings, the
first in Phiona’s dance studio, the
second in Zvonne’s book & crafts
store, the third in a friend’s new age
bookstore, and the fourth in David’s
Taiwan Light Center. We were also
fortunate to be joined by Dr.
Mandelker for the first and second
meetings.
During the meetings I relayed a
message from Carla to the groups,
held a “Round Robin” as we do in
Louisville wherein we go around the
circle sharing something of ourselves,
and spoke of the Law of One
philosophy, honing in on the key
principles of free will, service,
meditation, love, and centering the
vision upon the Creator. I closed with
a Q&A period.
Part of the transformation that
occurred during the time in Taiwan
happened as a result of the first good
They meant "alone" instead of "along". Though maybe love is along.
night's sleep in four days, intensive
prayer and meditation, being with the Pacific Ocean, and, upon accessing Wi‐Fi for the first time in
days, seeing this collage put together by Phiona from the first meeting.
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And there was the people of Taiwan! Trisha and I were blown away by the generosity, kindness, and
authenticity of the people, both those in the meetings and those not in the meetings. I had read that
Taiwanese are among the friendliest on the planet before coming, and it proved true.
We soaked in all the beauty of the land and were changed by the beauty of the people. We were
nervous about staying in people’s homes instead of staying in a hotel, but quickly realized how
much better it was to stay with Terry’s friends and family. We visited Taiwan’s famous night
markets, visited a temple, spent a day walking through the city of Tainan with Scott Mandelker (full
time resident of Taiwan), visited many different shops, went to the observation deck atop the
world’s second tallest building named Taipei 101, stayed in a Japanese‐style bed & breakfast, used
every possible means of public transportation, learned some basic Chinese words and spoke them
poorly, made new friends, meditated and shared spiritual seeking, spent great time with my friend
Terry Hsu, and found we had taste buds on our tongues we never knew existed, some of which we
did not want to know existed! (Avoid “stinky dofu” as if your life depends on it, because your life
may depend on it.)
The Taiwanese are in a unique situation in that they have a string of high‐density urban population
centers very close to one another, linked by excellent public transportation. Wanderers and
spiritual seekers are spread very thinly here across this great continent. It is much more difficult for
us to gather in large numbers.
If they hosted a Homecoming event in Taiwan, they would easily have a larger event than the one
we host in Louisville.
Many thanks to Terry Hsu. Terry served as my translator, relaying my presentation to the circles of
seeking. He worked so hard to make the week happen. I cannot imagine how difficult it must be to
translate the written word, much less to translate a language as it is being spoken in real time. To
him I owe an enormous debt of gratitude. Not just for that magical week, but for every drop of
effort he has made since discovering the Law of One over ten years ago, from translating the
material, to organizing study groups, to supporting L/L Research, and to dropping seeds all over the
island.
Carla and Jim were so pleased with the trip, and sent their love to the seekers of Taiwan.

Odds, Ends, & The Interesting
The Fuge

Mid‐2012, Carla and Jim received an invitation to join an auspicious
meeting near Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in October of that year,
initiated, organized, and funded by Larry Frascella. Hundreds of
notables in the fields of new science, metaphysics, spirituality, and
other endeavors were gathered. Not knowing how she would make
such a journey given the 1.5‐year old open wound on her back, Carla
gratefully accepted the offer. The event was delayed due to
Hurricane Sandy slamming into the northeast and causing
widespread disruptions, but went forward as planned a couple of
weeks later at The Fuge, the former centrifuge and training site of
astronauts and pilots.
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Carla writes: “It was challenging and often hilarious getting to Philadelphia in a wheelchair. The
airlines have a little seat that they push down the aisle of a plane. And if you are not in an empty
airplane, you end up brushing firmly against all the passengers that are seated.
When we arrived in Philadelphia, Larry had waited for us in a completely different place than we
showed up, and we had a hilarious hour of frantic phone calls before Larry finally grabbed a fellow
off the street and said he would give him a hundred dollars if he could find and deliver us to Larry.
With this money magic, all was accomplished. My wheelchair bouncing along from curb to street to
sidewalk until we met Larry in person for the first time. He was a very genial host and put us up in a
beautiful hotel suite to which we went after spending a couple of hours at Larry’s house being fed
and entertained by seeing Leo Sprinkle and his wife again after several years. Leo looks wonderful.
A little older but very sharp‐witted and his usual humble self.
We also met with David Wilcock a day later at the Fuge. He gave Jim a huge bear hug that lifted him
off his feet, and gave me a long wheelchair hug as well. He looked well and seemed full of
excitement over new developments in his life.
The Fuge is a fascinating place. Forty‐eight feet above our heads is the ceiling and sixty feet across is
the room. In the center of this monstrous building of concrete stands the actual centrifuge in which
the astronauts trained. They offered everyone the chance to ride it but few accepted! The idea of
being whirled around upside down and sideways all at once was a little much for my feeble
courage!
Larry fed us lavishly – all three hundred of us. And at the end of the event I was asked to speak. As
usual, I was in the bathroom and had to be fetched! Oh well, I enjoyed being able to spend a little
time spontaneously talking about consciousness, the soul, and love.”

Biorhythms

You recall that Ra mentioned that there was an 18‐day cycle that has an effect upon the work of an
adept, right? (Refresher: http://lawofone.info/results.php?q=64.10.) In that excerpt Ra also
mentions other cycles pressing influence upon the seeker, what are elsewhere called “bio‐rhythms”.
(And for those in the United States, two‐year election cycles, the worst of them being the
presidential election cycle.)
L/L’s webmaster, Steve E., created an utterly unique calculator that combines and overlays the 18‐
day adept cycle with the other three basic bio‐rhythms! He has made this tool available at
www.bring4th.org/biorhythms.

What an amazing tool. Future generations will marvel that, prior to today, we lived in a world
where we could not automatically calculate all four life rhythms. : )
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Please feel free to drop him a note of gratitude at http://www.bring4th.org/contactus/.

Upgrades and Ongoings: Lawofone.info
We are happy to report that thanks to the efforts of Michelle H., and Eric L., Tobey is now armed
with the corrections necessary to complete the “lightly edited” version. This will eventually be
used in the “Scholar’s Edition” of the Law of One material. (See “Scholar’s Edition” below.)
Additionally, Tobey continues to improve, refine, upgrade, and improve, not to mention refine, the
ultimate study tool for the Law of One material at www.lawofone.info.
Results of the Law of One Re‐listening Project:
http://lawofone.info/relistening‐report.php
An Explanation of the Different Versions of the Law of One books
http://lawofone.info/versions.php
Expanded search options:
http://lawofone.info/search.php
To see a snapshot of what Tobey has been up to, along with his near‐and‐long‐term goals:
http://lawofone.info/current‐goals.php
Tobey reports a gradual rise in those visiting the site, moving from a monthly average of 10,213
unique visitors in 2010, to12,755 in 2011, to 14,428 unique visitors per month, on average, in 2012.

Ra Mp3’s

Four score or so years ago, Gary transferred all of the audio from the 106 sessions of the Ra Contact
off of its original cassette and over to CD. From the CD he imported the audio onto the computer in
wav format.
Keeping the ball rolling, Steve created a short musical intro
and outro for the audio files. (Unfortunately, The Muppets
could not be booked for the intro/outro.) Jim added a
preface. And Garry, a volunteer in Australia, in response to
our invitation, offered to format all the pieces together in
order to make the Mp3 downloads of the Ra Contact
available in L/L Research’s online store.
The project continues moving forward! As of May, 2013,
Sessions #18 – 85 are available for download in the online store:
http://store.bring4th.org/index.php?cPath=23&sort=2a&page=1.

Austin!

Though by relative standards a small organization, the center of this organization – whose
readership and volunteers span the globe – faces a workload to process each day in order to keep
the gears running. This frequently creates bottlenecks, especially for the admin who lost his magical
powers to make things happen by thought when he incarnated. In attempting to keep pace with the
flow of the current, it sometimes becomes difficult to expand into desired projects and goals.
Thus was it determined that another hand here in the L/L office would be of great aid, a co‐pilot to
serve alongside Gary. The best candidate? He who is known as Austin, one of the moderators of our
community website, www.bring4th.org.
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In the process of working closely with Austin, often on a daily basis, and observing his work as
moderator of the forums, his level‐headedness, capacity to remain cool in tense situations, ability
for self‐reflection, understanding the necessity of compassionate communication, skillful diplomatic
group workings, care for others, desire to serve, and a life dedication to and love for the
Confederation philosophy became abundantly clear. Though in the end it was Austin’s mass of long
curly hair, much like Gary’s, that made him an
ideal candidate.
Thusly was Austin invited to join Jim, Carla, and
Gary in Louisville, to serve at the helm of the
organization. Lucky for us, Austin meditated on
the offer and, though it would mean leaving his
work with a family‐owned cheese farm in central
North Carolina, accepted!
He is hoping to make the move by early July,
perhaps sooner. We are hoping that he will do so
tomorrow.
Clearly each is a brother from another mother.

Ra Glossary Project

“Intelligent infinity”. “Intelligent energy”. “Logos”. “One Infinite Creator”. “Space/time”. And on it
goes. What does Ra mean by these terms? A question that has perplexed many a seeker from the
time humans began questioning the nature of things, stumping even the best. Was it Aristotle who
said, “What in Zeus’ name is intelligent infinity? And what for that matter is English!?”
A seeker of serious inquiry and particular style of genius decided to tackle these terms in the
creation of what will be the first comprehensive glossary of The Law of One terms known to
humankind. His name is Sephira. He will be heading what we are calling the “Ra Glossary Project”.
The result of this project will be a website featuring over 100
terms from the Law of One. Though the “definitions” cannot,
in the end, be anything but a subjective interpretation,
Sephira and the editing board will do their utmost to analyze
these terms objectively and tie them to the available data in
The Law of One books with the hope to convey the terms as
Ra intended their meaning.

Readers of the glossary come from a diversity
of backgrounds & empire affiliations

When the website goes live, these terms will be able to be
refined by the larger Law of One community, each reader
having the capacity to contribute refinements to Sephira’s
terms.

Ongoing services – in addition to archive & community websites
Resuming public meditations

L/L Research has a long tradition of holding free public meditations. The periodicity has changed
over the decades, but in recent years settled on every Saturday at 8:00 pm, September through May.
The meditations alternate between silent meditations, channeling meditations, and, for a while
there, channeling circle meditations.
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Due to Carla’s surgery of April, 2011, the public meditations were suspended until such time that
Carla recovered her strength and well being. That process took longer than expected, but with her
recent surgery, we hope to get the public meditations back up and running this fall!

“In the Now ‐ Q&A with Carla L. Rueckert”

Carla Rueckert’s and Jim McCarty's weekly Q&A internet
radio program, hosted by Monica Leal, continues every
Friday at 8:00 pm eastern at BlogTalkRadio:
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/llresearch
It will be on a short hiatus due to Carla’s April 26th surgery,
but will resume shortly!

Basic Principles of The Law of One

Available through International Metaphysical University (IMU), Carla L. Rueckert is offering an
open enrollment class titled “Basic Principles of the Law of One.”
Class description: “The L/L Research group received the Law of One material in the early 1980s,
and it has since become a hidden classic in the field of consciousness research. However, it is not
easy to read. In 2010 Carla wrote an entry‐level book, "Living the Law of One‐101: The Choice” to
give seekers an easier run at the material. This will be the text for this class.
In “Basic Principles of the Law of One,” students will learn about unity, free will, love and light as
well as exploring the ways of polarity and the functions and use of the energy body. A student
entering this course can expect to learn how to graduate from third density, the Density of Choice,
and go on to fourth density, the Density of Love. Carla finds the principles of this philosophy to be
very helpful in her own life, and she looks forward to sharing this information and inspiration with
you.”

This class can be accessed at International Metaphysical University’s course catalog page
http://intermetu.com/courses/consciousness/law‐of‐one/.
To watch Carla’s introduction video to the class, please visit
http://intermetu.com/instructors/faculty‐consciousness/carla‐l‐rueckert‐m‐a/.

Daily Q’uote

We offer a “Daily Q’uote” service which features a quote from those of Q’uo – the principal source
channeled by L/L Research since 1986. This is available on the home page of our community
website, www.bring4th.org, and is the labor of love of our great friend, Fox H.

Carla’s Counseling

Though Carla is not currently offering a personal channeling service due to her medical condition,
she does continue to be available for personal counseling. To read more, visit this page
http://llresearch.org/carla_counsel.aspx.
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Facebook

We have an awesome Facebook page, run by our
esteemed friend, Lana A. This page is updated
with tid bits of L/L Research news and quotes
from the L/L Research material, primarily the
Law of One. Please “Like” our page to stay up to
speed, and to contemplate the wisdom gems of
the Confederation with others in the online
community.
Click on this link to read an interesting bit of
history regarding
Don Elkins, Carla Rueckert, and Dewey Larson
And a breakdown of L/L readership
demographics at this link.

Dewey Larson and Don Elkins

Publication Updates
 “Living the Law of One 101: The Choice” – available in free PDF for the first time
http://www.llresearch.org/library/living_the_law_of_one_the_choice/living_the_law_of_one_the
_choice.aspx
 “A Wanderer’s Handbook – Unabridged” – the first chapter of what will eventually become the
entire unabridged version
http://www.llresearch.org/library/a_wanderers_handbook_pdf/a_wanderers_handbook_pdf.as
px#unabridged
 Episode: “In the Now – Q&A with Carla L. Rueckert”, October 19, 2012
http://www.llresearch.org/interviews/interview_2012_10_19.aspx
 Episode: “In the Now – Q&A with Carla L. Rueckert”, January 27, 2012
http://www.llresearch.org/interviews/interview_2012_0127.aspx
 “Light/Lines Newsletters” – four issues of 2012
http://www.llresearch.org/newsletters/indexes/2012.aspx
 “The Law of One” books in Romanian and Hungarian
http://www.llresearch.org/default.aspx
Many thanks to Alex and Laszlo! Respectively.
 “The Aaron/Q’uo Dialogues”
http://www.bring4th.org/news/index.php?newsid=100
(Available from the online store at:
http://store.bring4th.org/product_info.php?cPath=21&products_id=87)
 “The Poetry of Carla Lisbeth Rueckert”
http://store.bring4th.org/product_info.php?cPath=21&products_id=123
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 "Return of the Aeons: The Planetary Spiritual Ascension", a great new book by Richard C. Cook
featured in our "Friends Of" section:
http://store.bring4th.org/product_info.php?cPath=27&products_id=167

Future Projects
Audiobook

Working with Sam W., a volunteer with a background in professional audio/video production, we
may be able to produce the first digital audio book of The Law of One material. Stay tuned!

Homecoming Video

A volunteer who lived with us for some time, Renee, a whiz at social media and graphic creation,
(she put together the L/L videos available on our YouTube channel here
http://www.youtube.com/user/LLResearch101), is working hard to produce a video using footage
taken from the 2010 Homecoming. This should be accomplished by summer’s end.

Scholar’s Edition

Using the “Lightly Edited” version available from lawofone.info, we hope to put together a single or
double‐volume “Scholar’s Edition” of The Law of One material. This edition will have all the Book V
fragments re‐integrated into their proper places, will contain the Session Number‐Question
Number notation (i.e., “82.10), and, among other things, will contain the actual exact transcript
produced by the re‐listening, and re‐re‐listening, projects.
If we’re lucky this will be published and available by the end of 2013, or perhaps the beginning of
2014.

Translations

We are on the verge of publishing the first ever German translation of The Law of One material to
the archive website! The Introduction to Book I, along with the first ten sessions of the Ra Contact,
will be the first to be published. We will publish the sessions in batches of ten as they become
available from Jochen B., the German translator.
Jochen is also forming what may shape up to be a sort‐of L/L Research satellite center in Germany.
His website if interested in connecting is: http://dasgesetzdeseinen.wordpress.com/.
Our longtime friend Micheline D., French translator of the Law of One books, has also produced a
French translation of Living the Law of One 101: The Choice which will also soon be published on our
archive website.

Bon Voyage!
We hope that you all will join us in one way or another, whether in person
for our annual Homecoming, via email with questions and comments, or in
spirit with your blending of love and service that strengthens our own. We
send you all our love and our blessings with the hope that your spiritual
journeys will yield a special fruit that will not only aid your own growth
but, as it always does, enhance the planet’s movement into fourth density.
We love you all, each and every one!
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Other Law of One Study Groups
The following a list of study groups forming or already formed around the world along with their
contact information. Feel free to join them in study if you find yourself in their neck of the woods!
If you would like to see your group added to or removed from this list, please let us know.
The Awakening Project
Ft. Myers, Florida
Headed by Michael Toth
awakeningproject@aol.com
British Law of One Study Group
Forest Row and Abbots Langley, England
Headed by Ian Bond bond.ian@talktalk.net and
Pupak Haghighi hoopoesong@gmail.com
The next Circle of Seeking here will take place on Saturday, June 15, at Ian & Denise's place in
Abbots Langley.
“Our group meets once a month, usually on a Sunday, we spend part of our time reading parts of
‘Law of One’ material, or some of the Q’uo transcripts. We then share a meal together, which
everyone contributes to. If time allows we might go for a walk if it’s not raining too heavily (it’s
England here). In the later part of the day we focus on our personal seeking which begins with a
period of silent meditation after which we do a round‐robin sharing, then ask what is it that we are
seeking, each individually and as a group. We call upon and ask the collective group intelligence to
address our seeking and usually the response we get through our collective reflection is profound
and often satisfying!”
Chander Law of One Study Group
Chandler, Arizona
Headed by Carole Manna
carolejmanna@yahoo.com
The Chicago Law of One Study Group (TCLOOSG)
Chicago, Illinois
Headed by Steve Moffitt
wh_smoffitt@yahoo.com
(630) 660‐0400
Maria’s Law of One Study Group
Headed by Maria R
mraiti77@gmail.com
“Meet via videoconferencing software over the internet every Friday night 9 pm EST. Read through,
question and discuss approximately one RA session per meeting. Group just started in November of
this year. Current participants have all previously met at recent L/L Research Channeling
Intensives.”
Meditation Meeting of Downtown Roanoke
Roanoke, Virginia http://www.peace‐spiritual‐center.org/
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Led by Rick Cook rickycook21@hotmail.com
Group administrator is Brian McConnell roanokemeditation@gmail.com
“The group meets every Thursday afternoon at 5:30 p.m. at the YWCA, 605 5th Street, SW, Roanoke,
VA.
Meetings include readings, group meditations, sharing of experiences, and plenty of laughter. The
goal is to help participants who want to reach a service‐to‐others polarity, then take it from there.
There is a varied reading list from the world's spiritual teachings, with the closest thing to
textbooks being L/L Research's Law of One books.
Downtown Roanoke is a quick drive down I‐581 off I‐81, which makes us handy to travelers along
the Eastern intermountain route, coming cross‐country on I‐64, driving the Blue Ridge Parkway, or
visiting Virginia Tech. Drop‐ins are encouraged!”
The Memphis Law of One Study Group
Republic Coffee, 2924 Walnut Grove Rd, Memphis, TN 38111
Led by Dean Graves deangraves@bellsouth.net
(901).590 – 1578
“We have public meetings the first Sunday of every month at 2 PM. While the subject matter is
centered around the Law of One material, we do diversify the source of our information, using the
RA material as the touch stone to put it all into perspective. Individuals with experience in other
areas of spiritual study are welcome to share their information with the group. We feel this
broadens the understanding of all who attend the meetings.”
Literra Law of One Study Group
Spring Green, WI
Literra@merr.com
“The Spring Green (Wisconsin) Law of One Study Group hosted by Jim and Maxine Pfefferkorn: The
monthly meeting (usually for 4 hours on a Sunday afternoon) format starts with a brief meditation,
followed by introductions, then opening the floor for discussion of anything attendees wish to
explore pertaining to the Law of One, and sometimes Jim will lead us in covering some material
from his workbook “The Soul and The Creation, based on the Law of One,” (which is available for
$20 plus shipping). We break halfway for some munchies and beverages folks have brought.
Socializing during the break is heartwarming and a highlight of the gathering. We reconvene and
continue with more discussion and close by gathering in circle and chanting “OM.”
L/L Research Law of One Study Group
Louisville, KY
Led by Carla Rueckert‐McCarty and Jim McCarty
contact@llresearch.org
Public meditations are held every Saturday at 8 PM from September through May. First and third
Saturdays are held for silent meditations, second and fourth Saturdays for channeling meditations,
and on fifth Saturdays no mediation is scheduled. All are welcome!
The Oslo Law of One Study Group
Oslo, Norway
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Headed by Carl Henrik Janson chjan@online.no +4795104800 and
Hanne Mette Janson hannemette@online.no +4795212295
Taichung LoO Study Group
The Seth Foundation, Headquater
Contact telephone/FAX: (04)22364612
We have been gathering once per month since 2007. We study the Law of One books. Currently, as
of April, 2013, we are starting to work through LOO Book IV.
New Taipei L/L Study Group
The Seth Foundation, Banciao branch
Contact telephone.: (02)82524377
We study the L/L Research material on the second and fourth Tuesday evening of each month.
Taiwan: Chia‐Yi LoO Study Group
The Seth Foundation, Chia‐Yi branch
Contact tel# 05‐2754886 or 05‐2759913
We have been gathering once per month since 2011 to study both the Law of One material and the
L/L Research material. As of May, 2013, we are starting to work through LOO Book I.
Talks with Scott Mandelker
http://talkswithscottmandelker.com || www.scottmandelker.com
Wanderers' Notes / Healing & Balance / ET‐Earth History and Cosmic Plan
* Weekly 2‐hour Skype‐based class on the Law of One
* Reading, commentary, and discussion of selected Ra compilations:
* Personal sharing, questions and intelligent group interaction ~!
* $10/session or $35/4‐sessions, with free audio file downloads
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